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Abstract In the psychophysical phenomenon visual bias,
an accurately localized irrelevant signal, such as a light,
impairs localization of a spatially discrepant target, such as
a sound, when the two stimuli are perceived as unified.
Many studies have demonstrated visual bias in azimuth, but
none have tested directly or found this effect in depth. The
current study was able to produce over 90% bias in azimuth
and somewhat less (83%) bias in depth. A maximum
likelihood estimate can predict bias by the variance in the
localization of each unimodal signal in each dimension in
space.

Aschersleben 1998; Bertelson and Radeau 1981; Hairston
et al. 2003; Wallace et al. 2004; Warren 1979; Warren et al.
1981). This perceptual phenomenon is referred to as the
ventriloquist effect. The current study examined auditory
and visual localization in two dimensions, azimuth
and depth; calculated the visual bias of a cross-modal,
auditory–visual signal; and examined the relationship
between bias and the variance and accuracy of unimodal
localizations.

Keywords Multisensory integration  Cross-modal bias 
Audition and vision  Maximum likelihood estimation

Temporally and spatially aligning visual and auditory
stimuli result in less error-ridden and less-variable localization than using the best modality alone. Moreover, inputs
from multiple sensory modalities typically decrease reaction time (Barutchu et al. 2010). Cross-modal stimuli
produce stronger responses only when neither produces a
strong effect on its own and when they are in spatial or
temporal proximity, tending to influence each other only
when the signals are perceived as unified or fused
(Bertelson and Radeau 1981; Anastasio et al. 2000; Stein
and Meredith 1993). The current study predicted that visual
localization would be more accurate and less variable than
auditory localization and that spatially coincident visual–
auditory stimuli would be localized with more accuracy
and less variability in perceived unified trials than all other
multisensory conditions. It replicated these effects for the
first time in depth as well as azimuth.

Introduction
Visual signals tend to be localized more accurately and
invariantly than auditory signals and thus tend to bias
location of the less-reliable auditory signals toward them
when both are presented in spatial and temporal proximity
(Alais and Burr 2004; Battaglia et al. 2003; Bertelson and
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More precise localization in the visual modality tends
to bias auditory signals in azimuth (Bertelson and
Aschersleben 1998) when the signals are judged as unified
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(Hairston et al. 2003; Warren et al. 1981). While many
have studied cross-modal localization in azimuth, very few
have examined it in depth. In the auditory-only domain,
results from several laboratories (Brungart et al. 1999;
Mershon and Bowers 1979; Viguier et al. 2001; Zahorik
2002) using sounds from 10 cm to 14 m away demonstrated that subjects localized them inaccurately in depth
but fairly accurately in azimuth.
Only a few laboratories have considered bias in the
multisensory depth domain, with mixed results. Gardner
(1968), using an anechoic chamber, and Mershon et al.
(1980), using a reverberant room, found visual capture,
while Zahorik (2001), using a semi-reverberant room, did
not find visual capture but instead accurate auditory
localization. We examined cross-modal depth localization
in a reverberant room using techniques that increased the
saliency of both the visual and auditory signals to increase
depth discrimination and demonstrate visual bias in both
azimuth and depth.
Maximum likelihood estimation
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) theory can explain
visual bias more reliably than the best unisensory estimate.
The more variance a modality has compared to the other,
the less weight it is assigned; specifically, visual signals
show less variability and error and therefore pull auditory
targets toward them (Alais and Burr 2004; Battaglia et al.
2003; Ernst and Banks 2002). If the variance of the
bimodal distribution is smaller than that of either modality
alone (Witten and Knudsen 2005), then multisensory
localization in trials in which the light and sound are spatially coincident and perceived as unified should be more
accurate and less variable than localizations made in the
best unimodal condition (e.g., vision).
Despite poor accuracy compared to visual localization,
auditory localization has been shown superior in azimuth
than in depth (Brungart et al. 1999). For this reason,
localization should be less variable in azimuth versus
depth, and as a result, greater auditory influence (weight) in
perceived unified cross-modal matches should be made in
azimuth than in depth.
A Bayesian model can also estimate outcomes using
variance models but relies on prior information
(Anastasio et al. 2000; Jacobs 2008; Witten and Knudsen
2005). Both Alais and Burr (2004) and Battaglia et al.
(2003) found that visual input is weighted disproportionately over auditory input. Comparing the MLE and
Bayesian models is outside the scope of this experiment,
but the similarities of the variance model the two theories propose and the Bayesian model’s advantage in
estimating the distribution of responses in multisensory
localization are worth noting.
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The current study
Overall, auditory and visual localizations made using
200-ms stimuli in azimuth tend to be more accurate and
less variable than auditory and visual localizations made in
depth (Agganis et al. 2010). This result occurred more in
trials where the signals were perceived to be unified rather
than perceived nonunified trials, but only in azimuth, not in
depth, probably due to the poor accuracy and high variability of both visual and auditory localizations made in
depth in unimodal trials.
Consequently, the current study increased the saliency
of both visual and auditory targets to increase depth discrimination. We used multiple fixation planes composed of
nonius points that were present for the experimental
duration and visual signals composed of Gaussian envelopes that were presented for a long (1,000-ms) duration. A
long-duration sound (700-ms signal with 300-ms reverberation time) was used to increase the saliency of the
auditory targets.
The experiments yielded four findings. First, multisensory localizations in coincident trials also perceived as
unified were more accurate than all other cross-modal
conditions. Second, localizations in coincident cross-modal
trials perceived as unified were more accurate and less
variable than those made in the most accurate sensory
modality. Third, in unimodal trials in azimuth and depth,
when visual localization was more accurate than auditory
localizations, visual bias was apparent in both dimensions
for spatially noncoincident cases perceived as unified.
Fourth, there was a positive correlation between bias in
perceived unified trials and visual accuracy as well as with
the ratio of auditory to visual localization variance.

Methods
Observers
Four experimentally naı̈ve, paid, work-study students from
the Wake Forest University psychology department and
two experimentally naı̈ve individuals from the community
participated in the study. Two were men, and ages ranged
from 18 to 52. All procedures were approved by the Wake
Forest University Institutional Review Board and were
performed in accordance with the ethical standards established by the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli
The experiment was conducted in a 40 9 100 nonanechoic
laboratory. Timing of the visual and auditory stimuli
was calibrated using an Agilent 54641A two-channel
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Oscilloscope 350 MHz, 2 GSa/s. Reference measurements
were taken to determine the sound amplitude at the observer’s head by placing a 00 condenser microphone from
Brüel and Kjær (omnidirectional cartridge type 4191, 200 V,
free-field, 3 Hz–40 kHz), enhanced by a 00 microphone
preamplifier (Type 2669-B) and measuring amplifier (Type
2609) at the location of the chinrest.
During an initial setting, binaural-related impulse
responses (BRIRs) were constructed for each observer by
positioning a loudspeaker (Infinity Reference 3002cf 3.5
Speaker System Frequency Response 85 Hz–21 kHz; 75
Watts; 4 Ohms SPL 92 dB) at each of nine locations
(Fig. 1). Two Sennhesier (KE4-211-2) miniature-ear capsule microphones enclosed by Etymotic Research ER-13R2 ring seals were placed in each observer’s ears, and sounds
were recorded by the loudspeaker from each of the locations while the seated observer’s head was fixed on a
chinrest. These recordings were then played back as virtual
sounds, and the BRIRs accounted just as accurately as
synthetic HRTFs for the unique transfer characteristics of
the observer’s pinna, outer ear canal, head, and torso as
well as the experimental room reverberations (Savioja et al.
1990; Vesa and Lokki, 2006).
The auditory stimulus recordings were analogous to
Wightman and Kistler’s (1989a, b) veridical experience of
free-field sounds from stimuli presented through headphones. They recorded HRTFs from both ears of observers
by placing a miniature microphone into each. In the current
experiment, sounds were recorded in space, and, as Plenge
(1974) demonstrated, those containing individualized
interaural differences produced a veridical external

83.23 cm

83.30 cm 2

1

69.06 cm 4

54.89 cm 7

3

69.30 cm 5

54.95 cm 8

6

9

α = 8.78 deg visual angle

Fig. 1 Sound and light locations: sounds and lights were produced
from 9 locations during experimental trials. Signals 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9
are located at 8.78° visual angle from central signals, and each arc is
of increasing depth, from 54.89 to 83.30 cm, away from the observer

projection. The different speaker locations also produced
interaural differences in time and intensity.
The sound signal consisted of a 700-ms impulse
response using a maximum-length sequence followed by
300 ms of reverberations played at nine locations. We
played the 700-ms sound with various lengths of reverberation time and recorded the energy of the resultant
signal. By 286 ms, the average variance of the reverberation compared to the average variance of the 700-ms signal
decreased by 95%, so we safely set the reverberation time
to 300 ms. The room generated the reverberations, while
the sound signal was generated by Tucker-Davis Technologies software (System 3: 2 DSP Piranha Multiprocessor for 2 channel D/A A/D conversion). The sounds were
played to observers through dynamic, open, diffuse-field
studio headphones from Beyerdynamic (DT 990 Pro;
nominal frequency response 5 Hz–35 kHz).
The visual stimuli were produced using a 2000 flat-profile,
fixed-frequency Clinton Monoray monitor (640 9 480
spatial resolution) at 200 Hz to provide flicker-free stereo
fusion (100 Hz to each eye on alternate frames). The yellow
(CIE x = 0.43, y = 0.54, 200 cd/m2) DP104 phosphor
CRT is designed for stereoscopic applications decaying to
0.1% peak intensity within 0.6 ms. The CRT monitor was
situated 70 cm away from the observer, who used FE-1
ferroelectric Shutter Goggles driven by Cambridge
Research Systems Visual Stimulus Generator VSG 2/5 to
view the visual stimuli (75 cd/m2 Gaussian envelope 1°
visual angle light flash for 1,000 ms) and target for localization (60 cd/m2 0.1° square visual probe). These stimuli
looked like a yellow dot or square flashed on the screen as
stereoimages. A joystick was used to make localizations.
The sounds and lights were located in three arcs at
increasing depths from the observer to the CRT monitor
screen, with three sounds arrayed laterally across each arc
(Fig. 1), at 0° azimuth and at 8.78° visual angle to the right
and left. The center stimuli 2, 5, and 8 were located at
83.30, 69.30, and 54.95 cm in depth, respectively. Stimuli
1 and 3 were located at 83.23 cm; targets 4 and 6 at
69.06 cm; and stimuli 7 and 9 at 54.89 cm from the
observer. Fixation was established by presenting 200 nonius points on the screen for the duration of the experimental session and created the impression of 80 depth
planes. The back arc of signals was at uncrossed disparity,
so they appeared to be located ‘‘within’’ the computer
monitor and behind fixation, whereas the front and middle
rows were at crossed disparity, seeming closer to the
observer than fixation (Schiffman 2000).
Design
Observers completed two unimodal sessions, one at the
beginning of the series of experimental sessions and the
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second at the end of all experimental sessions, so the results
could be compared for practice effects. Between them,
observers completed eight cross-modal sessions. Each unimodal session comprised 360 trials. Either a 1,000-ms sound
burst, consisting of a 700-ms direct sound and a 300-ms
reverberation, or a Gaussian envelope 1° visual angle light
flash for 1,000 ms was presented randomly at each of the
nine locations once per block (18 stimuli), and each block
was repeated 20 times. After the visual or auditory stimulus
was presented, the observer’s task was to use a joystick to
move a small (0.1°) square visual probe side to side in azimuth and back and forth in depth from the center of the
screen to where they perceived the stimulus to have originated. They clicked a button on the joystick to indicate their
localization response. This direct localization method has
been shown to produce more accurate localization estimates
than such other methods as pointing or verbally estimating
distance and direction (Brungart et al. 2000).
In each cross-modal session, the light and sound were
presented simultaneously from either the same location
(72 trials) or separate locations (72 trials) randomly
intermixed. The protocol was completed twice for a total
of 288 trials per session. Again, the small, moveable
visual probe appeared in the center of the screen, and
observers moved it with the joystick, clicking the trigger
after positioning it at their localization judgment to
indicate their localization of the auditory stimuli only,
not the visual stimuli. They were made aware that in
some trials, the lights and sounds would be spatially
coincident but not in others. They were instructed to
keep the nonius points fused during the stimulus presentation and between trials and not to move their eyes
toward the stimulus until the moveable probe appeared
in the center of the screen. They were also asked to be
as accurate and quick as possible. They were instructed
to always localize the stimulus where they first perceived
it. After doing so, they moved the joystick forward to
indicate if they perceived the two stimuli as unified or
backward to indicate that they did not and clicked the
joystick button a second time to record their response.
When the experimental trials were completed, the data
for each observer were aggregated into a single multisensory data set and two data sets for the first and second
unimodal sessions. Localization responses were converted
from pixels to cms. Depth was computed by taking the
square root of the sum of the squared cm values of the
azimuth and depth localizations for each trial. Localizations in azimuth were converted into degrees of visual
angle. All trials in which depth localizations were closer
than 0 cm (at the observer’s nose) or further than 160 cm
(double the distance of the furthest signal) were removed
from all data sets. The resulting data sets were used for all
analyses.
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Results
Effect of visual disparity on multisensory localization
The extent to which an irrelevant visual signal captures the
auditory target signal is referred to as bias; 100% bias is
complete visual capture; 0% indicates that the visual signal
had no influence on the auditory localization in a crossmodal trial. Bias was computed using the following
formula:
Bias ¼ ½C  N=Actual Disparity  100;
where C is the localization in coincident trials; N the
localization in noncoincident trials; and actual disparity is
the physical disparity between the light and sound. Bias
was computed for depth by holding azimuth constant. For
example, if an auditory signal was emitted at position 1, the
bias in depth toward a visual signal at positions 4 or 7 was
computed, as positions 1, 4, and 7 were all located -8.78°
from midline. The same was true for bias in azimuth; depth
was held constant, so if an auditory signal originated from
position 1, bias in azimuth to visual signals located at
positions 2 or 3 was computed, as positions 1, 2, and 3 were
all located approximately 83 cm from the observer.
Figure 2 depicts possible bias results for cross-modal
conditions that were either spatially coincident or not when
judged as unified or not. Note that observers can perceive
the spatially coincident cross-modal stimuli as either unified or nonunified. Unification produces almost 0% bias
when the sound is accurately localized, whereas nonunification separates the judged distance between the signals,
producing a slightly negative bias. In the spatially noncoincident case, unity judgments can result in large bias
toward the irrelevant light, approaching visual capture,
whereas in the nonunified condition, the sound is almost
perfectly localized.
We expected observers to bias their auditory localization
toward the visual stimuli in trials that they perceived as
unified, regardless of whether the two signals were coincident or noncoincident. This effect was demonstrated in
azimuth, where bias in perceived unified trials was greater
than bias in perceived nonunified trials (P \ .001; Fig. 3;
Table 1). Bias in perceived unified trials did not differ from
100% (P = .09) and in perceived nonunified trials, from
0% (P = .68). Bias in depth was great in perceived unified
trials compared to perceived nonunified trials (P \ .001;
Fig. 3). Bias in perceived unified trials did not differ from
100% (P = .11); bias in perceived nonunified trials did not
differ from 0% (P = .11). Bias in unified trials also did not
differ statistically in azimuth between the small and large
disparity (P \ .15) and depth between the small and large
disparity (P \ .07), but the latter effect was nearing
significance.
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Table 1 Bias statistics for azimuth and depth
P

g2

Spatial dimension

Condition

F (1, 5)

Azimuth

Unified [ nonunified

90.50

0.001

0.95

Azimuth

Unified = 100%

4.51

0.09

0.47

Azimuth

Nonunified = 0%

0.20

0.68

0.04
0.37

Azimuth

Disparity 1 versus 2

2.95

0.15

Depth

Unified [ nonunified

70.30

0.001

0.93

Depth

Unified = 100%

3.68

0.11

0.42

Depth

Nonunified = 0%

3.72

0.11

0.43

Depth

Disparity 1 versus 2

5.52

0.07

0.53

These tests were all two-tailed; the [ sign indicates which condition
was the larger

Fig. 2 Schematic of possible bias results in either spatially coincident or noncoincident conditions when judged either unified or
nonunified. Note that observers can perceive spatially coincident
cross-modal stimuli as either unified or not. Unification produces
almost 0% bias, while nonunification can produce a slight negative
bias. In the spatially noncoincident case, unity judgments can result in
large bias toward the irrelevant light (e.g., approaching visual
capture); in the nonunified condition, the sound is almost perfectly
localized (e.g., 5% bias)

the auditory signal. Indeed, the ratio of auditory/visual
variance in depth in unimodal session 2 correlated almost
significantly with the depth bias in unified trials (r = .77,
n = 6, P = .07; Fig. 4), although similar correlations were
not found for other sessions in either dimension. Note that
in azimuth, the average visual unimodal weight was 96.7%,
while unified bias was 92.3%; in depth, the average visual
unimodal weight was 82.2%, while unified bias was 82.9%.
In all cross-modal sessions, observers were not more
likely to indicate that two signals were unified
(M = 1371.67, SD = 262.34) rather than nonunified
(M = 932.17, SD = 262.61). This effect approached significance, F (1, 5) = 4.21, P = .10, g2 = .46, in line with
what we would expect, considering that the signals were
presented in the same location 50% of the time. When the
auditory signal was close to the visual signal, we would
expect observers to indicate unification more often than
when the auditory signal was farther away.
Unimodal conditions
Accuracy

Fig. 3 Percent bias in azimuth and depth as a function of small and
large disparities between the visual and auditory targets. Error bars
are standard deviations. Bias in unified conditions approached 100%
(e.g., visual capture), while the auditory signal showed 0% bias in the
nonunified condition (e.g., accurate auditory localization)

Unimodal variance predicts bias weight
Auditory variance is greater than visual variance. It follows
that observers would be more likely to bias the auditory
signal toward the visual signal than to accurately localize

Accuracy was measured by the amount of signed error
(in cm for depth and degrees of visual angle for azimuth)
between observers’ localization of a visual or auditory
target and the target’s actual location in each trial. Standard
deviation was computed for each condition based on each
observer’s average accuracy and all other measures taken.
In agreement with much of the literature on localization
in azimuth, accuracy was better for the visual than for
the auditory signal in sessions one (P = .01) and two
(P = .003) (Fig. 5; Table 2).
In depth, visual localization in the first and second
unimodal sessions was more accurate than auditory localization (P = .01). The accuracy of all observers followed
this pattern in both depth and azimuth. Target position had
no systematic effect on localization accuracy in depth or
azimuth.
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Fig. 4 Auditory to visual
variance in depth for each
observer as a function of percent
bias in depth, resulting in a
positive linear correlation

Ratio of Aud/Vis Variance (cm)
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Fig. 5 a, b Unimodal visual and auditory accuracy (measured as
average error) as a function of azimuth (top) and depth (bottom),
separated by session. Error bars are standard deviations. Accuracy in
the auditory modality improved in both depth and azimuth yet
remained less accurate than corresponding visual accuracy, which did
not improve over sessions

In addition, auditory depth localization in session 2 was
more accurate than in session 1 (P = .02). This practice
effect did not quite reach significance for auditory localizations in azimuth (P = .06).
Variability
Variability, measured as the standard deviation of accuracy, was smaller for visual than for auditory depth localization (P = .007) in the first unimodal session (Fig. 6;
Table 3). This finding was also true for visual and auditory
localization in depth in the second unimodal session
(P = .01). Like many other studies of azimuth localization,
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the variability of visual localization was smaller than
that of auditory localization for unimodal sessions one
(P = .02) and two (P = .03).
The variability of all observers’ localizations followed
this pattern in depth and azimuth. Variability decreased
from unimodal session 1 to two, but only for auditory
localizations in depth (P = .01). The decrease was nonsignificant in azimuth (P = .08).

Response time is defined as the time in ms observers took to
make a two-dimensional localization or the time between
stimulus onset and when observers moved the joystick to its
perceived origin and pressed the button. We called this
response time instead of reaction time because it does not
simply indicate neural integration time. Moving the square in
3-D space to the desired location with the joystick is a difficult task, and response times are long, entailing both neural
integration time and the time required to move the joystick.
The latter time should decrease with experience, and in our
study, it did. However, it should not have produced
systematic differences between conditions. For example,
moving to location 9 takes a certain amount of motor
co-ordination and therefore a certain amount of time, which
decreases with experience, but whether the condition was
coincident or noncoincident should not influence duration.
Therefore, we hypothesized that any difference in time due to
condition reflects neural integration.
In the first unimodal session, response time did not
significantly differ between visual and auditory localization
(P = .47) (Table 4).
However, in the second unimodal session, the difference
in response time between visual and auditory localization
approached significance (P = .12) (Fig. 7).
Notably, observers responded to visual targets in unimodal session 2 faster than they did in session 1 (P = .01),
yet the auditory target response difference did not reach
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Table 2 Accuracy statistics for
unimodal and cross-modal
conditions in azimuth and depth
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Modality

Spatial dimension

Condition(s)

F (1, 5)

P

g2

Unimodal

Azimuth

Visual \ auditory (session 1)

13.86

0.01

0.74

Unimodal

Azimuth

Visual \ auditory (session 2)

27.07

0.003

0.84

Unimodal

Depth

Visual \ auditory (session 1)

15.30

0.01

0.75

Unimodal

Depth

Visual \ auditory (session 2)

14.42

0.01

0.74

Unimodal

Azimuth

Auditory (session 2 [ 1)

5.59

0.06

0.53

Unimodal

Depth

Auditory (session 2 [ 1)

10.85

0.02

0.69

Cross-modal

Azimuth

Unified \ nonunified

13.82

0.01

0.73

Cross-modal

Depth

Unified \ nonunified

13.04

0.02

0.72

Cross-modal

Azimuth

Unified and coincident preferred

60.30

0.001

0.92

Cross-modal

Depth

Unified and coincident preferred

51.47

0.001

0.91

F (3, 15)

Standard Dev (degrees)

These tests were all two-tailed;
the [ sign indicates which
condition was the larger

Cross-modal

Azimuth

Unified/nonunified (coincident/noncoincident)

16.29

0.001

0.77

Cross-modal

Depth

Unified/nonunified (coincident/noncoincident)

25.72

0.001

0.84

20

Cross-modal conditions

Session 1

15

Session 2

Accuracy
10
5
0

Visual

Auditory

Azimuth Variability

Standard Dev (cm)

20
Session 1

15

Session 2

10
5
0

Visual

Auditory

Depth Variability

Fig. 6 a, b Unimodal visual and auditory variability (measured as
standard deviation) as a function of azimuth (top) and depth (bottom)
separated by session. Error bars are standard deviations. Auditory
variability improved in both depth and azimuth but still exceeded
visual variability, which did not improve over sessions

significance (P = .10). These findings reflect a larger
practice effect for visual localization than auditory localization response times.
There was no trade-off between response time and visual
accuracy below the P = .29 level. However, during unimodal
session 2, the quicker the visual localization, the less accurate
(r = -.73, n = 6). Visual average response time for the two
unimodal sessions (M = 2,673 ms, SD = 223 ms) was significantly and negatively correlated with the average of the visual
accuracy scores of the two unimodal sessions in depth
(M = 4.59 cm, SD = 1.87 cm), r = -1.00, n = 6, P \ .001
(Fig. 8).

Observers located auditory signals more accurately in the
presence of distracting visual stimuli in azimuth (P = .01)
and in depth (P = .02) if they perceived the trial as unified
(Figs. 9, 10). The multisensory unified and nonunified bars
in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12 represent the average accuracy
and variability of all conditions perceived as unified and
nonunified, respectively, regardless of whether the stimuli
were spatially coincident or not. Therefore, they do not
reflect an aggregate of the coincident and noncoincident
conditions. Comparing the perceived unified and nonunified conditions is important because they indicate how
the perception of unity significantly influences observers’
responses, regardless of actual spatial coincidence.
Cross-modal trials were either spatially coincident or
noncoincident and could be perceived as unified or nonunified. This design created four conditions that were
entered into a repeated measures analysis of variance,
keeping azimuth and depth separate. The overall analysis
revealed a difference in the accuracy of the four crossmodal conditions in azimuth (P \ .001) and depth
(P \ .001). A within-subjects contrast revealed that localizations made in the perceived unified and spatially coincident condition were more accurate than all other
conditions in azimuth (P = .001) and in depth (P = .001).
The accuracy of observers’ azimuth localizations was
the same in coincident and perceived unified multisensory
trials and the visual-only trials in unimodal session 1 or
two. This finding was the same for depth and suggests a
greater influence of vision on auditory localization in crossmodal conditions than expected.
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Table 3 Variability statistics
for unimodal and cross-modal
conditions in azimuth and depth

Exp Brain Res (2011) 214:403–414

Modality

Spatial dimension

Condition(s)

F (1, 5)

P

g2

Unimodal

Azimuth

Visual \ auditory (session 1)

13.04

0.02

0.72

Unimodal

Azimuth

Visual \ auditory (session 2)

10.10

0.03

0.67

Unimodal

Depth

Visual \ auditory (session 1)

19.95

0.007

0.80

Unimodal

Depth

Visual \ auditory (session 2)

17.17

0.01

0.77

Unimodal

Azimuth

Auditory (session 2 [ 1)

4.64

0.08

0.48

15.63

0.01

0.76

5.10

0.07

0.51

Unimodal

Depth

Auditory (session 2 [ 1)

Cross-modal

Azimuth

Unified \ nonunified

Cross-modal

Depth

Unified \ nonunified

6.20

0.06

0.55

Cross-modal

Azimuth

Unified and coincident preferred

94.98

0.001

0.95

Cross-modal

Depth

Unified and coincident preferred

44.71

0.001

0.90

F (3, 15)
These tests were all two-tailed;
the \ sign indicates the larger
condition

Table 4 Response time
statistics

These tests were all two-tailed;
the \ sign indicates the smaller
condition

Cross-modal

Azimuth

Unified/nonunified (coincident/noncoincident)

45.19

0.001

0.90

Cross-modal

Depth

Unified/nonunified (coincident/noncoincident)

17.96

0.001

0.78

Condition(s)

F (1, 5)

Unimodal

Visual

19.69

0.01

0.80

Unimodal

Auditory

4.08

0.10

0.45

Unimodal

Visual \ auditory (session 1)

0.61

0.47

0.11

Unimodal

Visual \ auditory (session 2)

3.41

0.12

0.41

Cross-modal

Visual \ unified

17.55

0.009

0.78

Cross-modal

Auditory \ unified

29.11

0.09

0.85

Cross-modal

Visual \ nonunified

5.32

0.07

0.52

Cross-modal

Auditory \ nonunified

7.31

0.04

0.59

Cross-modal

Auditory \ nonunified (session 2)

6.57

0.05

0.57

Fig. 7 Response time (in ms) as a function of both unimodal
conditions separated by session. Error bars are standard deviations.
Response time improved for visual signals but not for auditory signals

P

g2

Modality

An overall analysis of the four cross-modal conditions
revealed a difference between variability in azimuth
(P \ .001) and in depth (P \ .001).
A within-subjects contrast revealed that localizations
made in the perceived unified and spatially coincident
condition were less variable than all other conditions in
azimuth (P \ .001) and in depth (P = .001).
While we hypothesized that variability would be lower
for localizations in coincident and perceived unified trials
than for the visual-only condition in azimuth and depth, it
was not the case, probably because the variability for both
was small.
Response time

Variability
Variability was almost significantly lower for auditory
localizations of perceived unified than perceived nonunified stimuli in azimuth (P = .07) and in depth (P = .06)
(Figs. 11, 12).
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In unimodal session 1, observers were slower to respond to
visual (P = .009) and auditory (P = .003) trials than they
were to perceived unified cross-modal trials. They were
almost significantly slower to respond to unimodal visual
trials (P = .07) and significantly slower to respond to
unimodal auditory trials (P = .04) than they were to perceived nonunified cross-modal trials. They were equally
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Fig. 8 Average unimodal
visual error in depth for each
observer as a function of
unimodal visual response time,
resulting in a negative linear
correlation

Fig. 9 Azimuth accuracy (measured as average error) as a function
of sensory condition. Multisensory conditions represent the average
accuracy of all conditions perceived as unified or nonunified,
regardless of whether they were spatially coincident. Therefore, they
are not an aggregate of the coincident and noncoincident conditions.
Coincident and noncoincident represent whether these conditions
were judged as unified or not. Error bars are standard deviations.
Unified cases were more accurate than nonunified, multisensory
cases. Coincident cases were more accurate when unified compared to
nonunified, while noncoincident cases were less accurate when
unified compared to nonunified

Fig. 11 Azimuth variability (measured as standard deviation of
average error) as a function of sensory condition. Multisensory
conditions represent the average accuracy of all conditions perceived
as unified and nonunified, regardless of whether they were spatially
coincident. Therefore, they are not an aggregate of the coincident and
noncoincident conditions. Coincident and noncoincident conditions
were judged unified or not, respectively. Error bars are standard
deviations. Variability was less only in unified, coincident cases

Fig. 12 Depth variability (measured as standard deviation of average
error) as a function of sensory condition. Multisensory conditions
represent the average accuracy of all conditions perceived as unified
and nonunified, regardless of whether they were spatially coincident.
Therefore, they are not an aggregate of the coincident and noncoincident conditions. Coincident and noncoincident conditions were
judged as unified or not. Error bars are standard deviations. There
were no significant differences between conditions
Fig. 10 Depth accuracy (measured as average error) as a function of
sensory condition. Multisensory conditions represent the average
accuracy of all conditions perceived as unified and nonunified,
regardless of whether they were spatially coincident or noncoincident.
Therefore, they are not an aggregate of the coincident and noncoincident conditions. Coincident and noncoincident conditions were
judged unified or not, respectively. Error bars are standard deviations. The coincident cases were more accurate when unified than
when nonunified

fast during cross-modal trials and unimodal session 2 trials,
except during their auditory-only responding in perceived
nonunified trials (P = .05) (see Fig. 13). This result supports the finding that observers responded more quickly to
visual and auditory stimuli from the first to second unimodal session.
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Fig. 13 Response time (in ms) as a function of both unimodal
conditions and multimodal conditions. Error bars are standard
deviations. Response time decreased across visual unimodal sessions.
Response times were shorter in both multimodal conditions than in
either first unimodal session

Discussion
Visual bias
In both azimuth and depth, observers were more likely to
indicate nonunified when the targets were spatially distal,
i.e., when targets were 17° versus 8° apart in azimuth or
14 cm versus 28 cm apart in depth. When the disparity was
small—8° or 14 cm apart—observers indicated unified and
nonunified fairly equally or perhaps unified slightly more
than nonunified. As expected, observers seemed more
likely to indicate unified when the light and sound were
spatially coincident and nonunified when they were not.
This result is related to Hairston et al.’s (2003) findings that
in trials where visual and auditory stimuli were spatially
disparate in azimuth, auditory stimuli were biased toward
the light, and bias positively correlated with unity
judgments.
Bias of auditory targets toward visual stimuli at different
depth disparities reached about 72% in perceived unified
trials and was slightly negative (e.g., -3%) in perceived
nonunified trials. Note that bias in perceived unified trials
did not differ significantly from 100% (i.e., visual capture),
and perceived nonunified bias did not differ from 0%. A
similar pattern was found in azimuth, with bias in perceived unified trials at 84% and nonunified trials at 1%,
which replicates many findings on visual localization in
azimuth (Bertelson and Aschersleben 1998; Bertelson and
Radeau 1981; Bowen 2009; Hairston et al. 2003; Wallace
et al. 2004; Warren 1979; Warren et al. 1981). The current
study is significant in showing that visual bias extends to
depth, but it did not replicate the finding by Wallace et al.
(2004) that in azimuth, observers negatively bias in trials
they perceive as nonunified, although this was in the correct direction in depth.
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Another assumption about visual bias is that the accuracy of visual responses causes observers to perceive
unification between the visual and auditory signals and thus
bias to the visual stimuli. Indeed, visual bias was negatively related to visual error in both azimuth and depth
from the first unimodal session but not the second unimodal session. It may be that the lack of correlation
between visual bias and visual accuracy in the second
unimodal session was due to fast response time, i.e., sloppy
responding. To test this premise, we examined the relationship between visual accuracy and response time. In
unimodal session 2, response time was more highly and
negatively correlated with visual accuracy than it was in
session 1, but the correlations were not significant. However, across both unimodal sessions, average response time
and visual accuracy were significantly and negatively
correlated, suggesting a trade-off between response time
and accuracy.
A future study will investigate the practice effects
observed from unimodal session 1 to session 2. Perhaps
the coincident pairing of auditory and visual signals in
the multimodal trials enabled observers to learn what the
auditory signals sounded like when they came from the
same place as the more easily localized visual signal.
This experience may have influenced auditory localization in unimodal session 2.
While prior studies have shown that visual and, particularly, auditory signals in depth are hard to discriminate
(Brungart et al. 1999; Mershon and Bowers 1979; Viguier
et al. 2001; Zahorik 2002), our methodology successfully
produced visual bias in depth. Moreover, in the unimodal
case, observers judged the auditory signals to be nearer
than they actually were, especially when they originated
from the nearest depth arc (i.e., around 55 cm). This result
contrasts with the studies mentioned above, in which
observers tended to overestimate the distance of close
sounds.
As in Agganis et al. (2010), visual accuracy and variability were significantly superior to auditory localization
in depth, most likely due to using (a) multiple fixation
planes via nonius points, (b) signals with blurred, rather
than sharp, edges, and (c) a 1,000-ms signal. Including
300 ms of reverberation in the 1,000-ms auditory signal
probably made it easier to localize in depth as well. Prior
studies using a shorter reverberation time resulted in poor
auditory localization performance in depth (Brungart et al.
1999; Mershon and Bowers 1979; Viguier et al. 2001;
Zahorik 2002).
Cross-modal localization
In cross-modal trials perceived as unified, observers generally localize the auditory stimulus at the position of the
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visual stimulus. Because the two signals often occur or are
perceived to occur coincidently, observers ultimately learn
to localize the auditory signal near the visual signal, which
has the higher degree of accuracy. Thus, visual responses
were almost significantly faster than auditory responses by
session 2 possibly because visual target response time
decreased significantly from the first to the second session.
Only auditory localization became more accurate and less
variable from session 1 to session 2, most evident from
depth localization, and possibly because auditory depth
localization left the most room for improvement throughout the experiments. Likewise, mean error of auditory
localizations in azimuth during unimodal session 1 was
around the actual disparity between azimuth targets
(around 9°), leaving plenty of room for improvement.
However, because visual signals were already localized
with a high degree of accuracy, observers did not become
more accurate but faster from session 1 to session 2.
Observers also responded faster in cross-modal trials
than in unimodal session 1 trials for both perceived unified
and nonunified conditions in comparison with auditory
signals and for unified trials in comparison with visual
signals. Observers did not make faster localization
responses in perceived unified versus nonunified trials,
indicating that observers respond more quickly when presented with two signals than only one, regardless of their
spatial coincidence.
Localization performance in azimuth and depth was
more accurate for perceived unified trials than perceived
nonunified trials, and this effect seems to be driven by
localizations made in trials perceived as unified that were
actually spatially coincident. Likewise, in both depth and
azimuth, variability in the perceived unified and coincident
trials was lower than that in all other conditions. Localization accuracy and low variability in unimodal visual
trials may create visual bias.
Maximum likelihood estimates
According to MLE model predictions, bimodal variance is
typically smaller than the variance of the best unisensory
response. Thus, we predicted that the error and localization
variability in cross-modal trials perceived as unified and
spatially coincident would be lower than in visual trials,
which was not the case. In fact, the mean accuracy and
variability of the cross-modal and unimodal conditions
were not in the expected direction; unimodal error and
variability were smaller than the cross-modal ones but not
significantly. The fact that visual-only accuracy was so
tight, with the mean error of the two sessions at approximately 6 cm in depth and approximately 0.9° in azimuth,
could account for this finding. Perhaps the saliency of the
visual signal was so high that during multimodal sessions,
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the auditory stimulus could not enhance localization performance. However, without using measures to increase the
saliency of the visual signals, visual bias might not have
occurred in depth, as was the case in Agganis et al. (2010).
MLE suggests that observers weight the visual and
auditory signals in multimodal localizations based on the
variance of the unimodal localizations (Alais and Burr
2004; Battaglia et al. 2003; and using haptic as opposed to
auditory signals by Ernst and Banks 2002). Therefore, the
ratio of auditory to visual variance in unimodal localizations may be related to visual bias in perceived unified
trials. The larger the ratio, the more observers are relying
on the visual signals, causing more bias. However, there
was no strong relationship between the ratio of auditory to
visual variance and bias in unified trials in either azimuth
or depth.
Unimodal visual accuracy predicted visual bias.
Because visual bias in perceived unified trials did not differ
statistically from 100%, the visual signal dominated the
auditory target, preventing the localization from following
a distribution predicted by unimodal variance, as the MLE
model predicted. Perhaps the distribution of localization
responses in the current data can be better explained using
a Bayesian model, which can account for unimodal variance as well as the prior information that all things being
equal, we rely on the visual system more than the auditory
system. For example, in azimuth, the average visual unimodal Bayesian weight was 96.7%, while unified bias was
92.3%; in depth, the average visual unimodal Bayesian
weight was only 82.2%, while unified bias was 82.9%. The
difference in weights between azimuth and depth of 96.7
and 82.9% is significant and suggests a very close relationship between the Bayesian prediction and the actual
bias.
The two hypotheses stemming from MLE predictions—
that localization in perceived unified and coincident trials
would be superior to visual-only localization and that the
higher the auditory to visual variance, the more observers
would show bias in perceived unified trials—were not
supported. This may be due to a general bias of the visual
system. Perhaps observers rely heavily on the visual signal
due to their accuracy in localizing it in unimodal trials. In
other words, the data might better fit the distribution of
responses predicted by Bayesian theory, which can incorporate prior knowledge of statistical information and unimodal localization performance.

Conclusions
The unimodal accuracy of the visual signal correlates with
the amount of visual bias in perceived unified trials.
Because visual error and variability were significantly less
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than the auditory modality’s, observers are relying more on
the visual signal when making their multimodal localizations, despite being told to localize only the auditory signal.
Increasing the saliency of the visual signals enabled the
current experimental design to replicate visual bias findings
in azimuth and determine them in depth. This effect was
large enough to be statistically equal to 100% bias (i.e.,
visual capture).
Overall, this study has shown that when observers perceptually fuse two spatially disparate stimuli, they will bias
about 90% of the disparity toward visual stimuli in azimuth
and about 80% in depth. This study is unique in directly
measuring visual bias in the depth dimension.
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